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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 
Progress in American operatic composition has been 
very slow. George Antheil (1:90) suggests that the Ameri-
can public has been brought up l.ll'lder the influence of the 
German symphonic tradition and, lacking exposure to opera, 
does not demand opera from its own composers. There has 
been a recent growth of interest in this field, and it is 
attributed by Gilbert Chase to the influence of radio, 
television, university workshops and Broadway upon the 
operatic stage (3:636). One of the most successful of the 
contemporary operas is Susannah, by Carlisle Floyd. In 
discussing this work, Mr. Floyd states that, 
••• the opera ••• is built almost entirely on 
a series of motives ••• of course all these motives 
are transformed or disguised depending upon the 
dramatic or emotional color demanded by the par-
ticular scene. • .The idea of thematic transfor-
mation is of course an old compositional device 
but, ••• still a completely valid one (9). 
I. THE PROBLEM 
Statement .£! ~ problem. The purpose of this 
study was (1) to locate and identify the various musical 
motives within the opera Susannah; (2) to point out the 
significance of each motive; (3) to examine the trans-
formations of each motive; and (4) to demonstrate how the 
motive structure relates to both the visible series of 
events and to the psychological progress of the opera. 
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Importance of ~ study. Among contemporary Ameri-
can composers, there are few who have succeeded in the field 
of opera. Carlisle Floyd has been successful with Susannah 
and the question arises--why? There are many aspects of the 
opera that could be considered, but the composer specifies 
motive structure as a primary concern in his compositional 
plan; it thus is worthy of study and examination. 
II • DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 
Opera. Opera is a drama or play, performed with 
scenery, costumes and acting, partially or completely sung 
with orchestral accompaniment. It is a combination of text 
and music in which the plot is enhanced by the ability of 
the music to "arouse emotions and create mood and atmos-
phere." Together, the text and music express much more 
than either could express alone (7:95). 
Music drama. A music draw.a is a type of opera in 
wh ~.ch the libretto and action are not interrupted by set 
pieces, and considerat:l..ons of the drama are equally impor-
tant as musical considerations (1:512-13). 
Motive. A motive is a melodic fragment or musical 
idea consistently associated with a person, an object, a 
place, a situation, an emotion or a recurrent idea of the 
plot. It is not rigidly fixed, but is used flexibl;:/, with 
rhythms and intervals frequently modified to meet the dra-
matic requirements of the immediate situation (1:396-97). 
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Sprechstimme. The transle.tion of sprechstinune is 
speech song. It is half stmg and half spoken, with pitches 
indicated only approximately, and the inflections of the 
voice following the pattern of the spoken language (7:483). 
CHAPTER II 
BACKGRO mm FOR THE STUDY 
In order to fully appreciate and understand the 
opera Susannah, it is necessary to know something about 
the history of opera in the United States, about the 
composer and hls philosophy, and of the dramatic consider-
ations of the work as well as the musical. 
I. A BRIEF HISTORY OF AMERICAN OPERA 
Tho first American opera, produced in 1796 in New 
York,, was The Swiss 1'usiliers by Benjamin Carr; in the sam.e 
decade James Hewitt wrote a political opera, Ta._'1llllany,, about 
the Indian chief of that narn.e. Leonora ( 1845),, by r:illie.m 
H. Fry1 was the first American grand opera, while in 18551 
George Bristow used an American legend for his opera,, Rip 
Van Winkle. In 1896,, Walter Dam.rosch wrote ~ Scarlet 
Letter,, based on Hawthorne's novel of Puritan New Englvnd. 
Arthur Nevin, in 1910,, presented ~1 taken from an Indian 
legend. In the sru~e decade appeared ~ (1913) by Horatio 
Parker, Cyrano ~Bergerac (1913) by Damrosch, Fairyland 
(1915) by Parker, Bianca (1916) by Henry Hadley, and Shane-
~ (1918) by Charles ·wakefield Cadman. In the following 
decade were produced Cleopatra's Night (1920) by Hadley, 
Azora,, Daughter of M:ontezuma (1925) by Hadley,, The Witch S!!_ 
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Salem (1926) by Cadman, and~ King's Henchman (1927) by 
Deems Taylor. Several operas in the 1930's that are iden-
tified vJith this earlier movement are Peter Ibbetson (1931) 
by Taylor, Merry Mount (1934) by Henry Hanson, and The~ 
Without ~ Countrx (1937) by Damrosch. 
nAmerican national opera may be said to have emerged 
definitely during the decade 1930-1939tt (4:34). During this 
time several operas were written showing a new trend in 
the thinking of American opera composers. In 1930,, George 
Antheil wrote Trans atlantique; he referred to it as "the 
first modern political opera," P..nd intended it as a satire 
of the capitalistic system (13:444). He wrote a second 
opera, Hel~ Retires, in 1932. Louis Gruenberg composed 
three operas: Jack~ the Beanstalk (1931), Emperor Jones 
(1934) and Green Mansions (1937). The most significant of 
these is Emperor Jones. Gilbert Chase connnents, " ••• hel"·e 
at last an American opera appeared that was both musica.1 
end dramatic" (3:636). A most unique opera, ~ Saints .!a 
Three ~,, was presented in 1934,, with libretto by Gertrude 
Stein and music by Virgil Thomson. These two collaborated 
again in 1947 on The Mother of Us All. George Gershwin's ---- __ .......... 
contribution to American opera is Porgy ~ ~· He 
adapted the operatic tradition to his own background as a 
composer and to familiar material (3:640). 
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Aaron Copland has written two operas, neither of 
which has been particularly successful: ~ Second Hurri-
~ ( 1937) and The Tender ~ ( 1954). Marc Bli tzstein 
wrote three operas, all with libretto by the composer and 
themes associated with leftist propaganda. In 1937 he wrote 
The Cradle Will Rock, and his later works a11 e No For an 
- - -----
Answer (1941) and Regina (1949). Gian Carlo Menotti is 
perhaps America's most successful operatic composer. He has 
written Amelia Goes to the Ball (1937),, The Old Woman and 
--- ---- - - -- - ---- ~ 
the Thief (1939) 1 The Island Q.9.9. (1942--his only failure), 
The Telephone (1948) 1 ~Medium (1948) 1 ~Consul (1950) 1 
The Saint of Bleecker Street ( 1955) 1 Amahl ~ the Night 
Visitors (1955) 1 and Maria Golovin (1958). 
Douglas Moore collaborated with Stephen Vincent Benet 
on the opera, The Devil ~ Daniel V!ebs ter (1939). Moore 
wrote Giants in 2 Earth in 1951 1 and in 1956 1 The Ballad 
of Baby~· Machlis remarks that, "Here is an American 
opera that belongs to us in every word and note" (12:470). 
Ernst Bacon composed two folk style operas: A Tree on the 
------
Plains ( 1942) and ! Drumlin Legend ( 1949). Samuel Barber 1 
writing in a romantic orientation,, has produced Vanessa and 
Anthony ~ Cleopatra. Carlisle Floyd is one of the newest 
opera composers in the United States. His Susannah (1955) 
and Wuthering Heights (1958) have been well accepted. 
11Americnn opera has every right to expect much of him"(12: 
577). 
II. THE COMPOSER 
Carlisle Floyd was born in Latta, South Carolina, 
in 1926. He studied piano, and attended Converse College 
on a scholarship. While there, he was a pupil of Ernst 
Bacon, with whom he continued his studies at Syracuse 
University. In 1947, he joined the staff at Florida State 
University in Tallahassee, Florida. Slow Dusk, a one-act 
musical play, appeared in 1949, and was followed in 1951, 
by Fugitives. His music drama, Susannah, was completed in 
1954, and was first produced in Florida on February 24 1 
1955. It opened in New York City on September 27, 19561 
and received the New York Music Critics' Circle Award as 
"The Best Opera of 1956." In 1958, it was given at the 
Brussels Exposition in Belgium. Since Susannah, Mr. Floyd 
has written another opera, 'Hut he ring Heights ( 1958). 
The following states Mr. Floyd's philosophy of 
opera composition: 
My first consideration in attempting an opera 
is whether or not the subject is one in which the 
ernotional, psycholoe:;ical and philosophical concepts 
of the story can be externalized through a clear and 
visible situation, and still retain absorbing, multi-
dimensional characters. For the very reason that 
opera must be primarily externalized, ·we have erred 
too often, I feel, in favor of situation, leaving 
character development in a rather primitive elementary 
state ••• Also I feel it is time th8t we who write 
operas attempt to make some commentary on timeless 
human problems in a contemporary wa::_r and that it is 
not inappropriate that an opera have a nthemen so long 
as it is not tiresomely didactic (6:482-83). 
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In writing Susannah, Floyd followed these tenets. 
The concepts within the plot are clearly shown in the 
sequence of events, but the characters are not neglected. 
Susannah and Blitch, particularly, are complex character-
izations. The Elders and their wives are more one-sided, 
but this serves a purpose, since they are still believable, 
yet provide dramatic contrast. In addition, Floyd also uses 
his opera to comment upon a problem in the world which is 
ancient (Susannah and the Elders) and yet contemporary 
(Sadie Thompson). His theme, the etern[;:l struggle between 
good and evil, the battle against injustice in the world, 
is one which is always of prime concern to humanity. 
I II • THE DRAMA 
The story of Susannah is traceable to two sources. 
The first is the Apocryphal tale of Susannah and the Elders; 
the other is Somerset Maugham 1 s story of Sadie Thompson. 
Neither plot is followed consistently, but the moral atmos-
phere and especially the comments upon hypocrisy found in 
both stories, are transferred meticulously to the opera. 
In the Apocryphal story, Susannah, a lovely young 
matron, is lusted after by two Elders of the church. Upon 
her refusal to cooperate with them, they publicly accuse her 
of immoral conduct, but she is proven innocent of their 
charges. In Maugham's story, Sadie Thompson is a young 
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woman of eAsy-going nature who is stranded on a tropic 
island with a group of people, including a missionary and 
his wife. The minister is convinced of Sadie's need for 
salvation, and in his methods for saving her soul, be 
totally breaks her spirit and makes her emotionally depend-
ent upon him. He then succumbs to his desire for her, 
taking advantage of her dependence upon him; afterwards, in 
despair over wh3.t he has done, be kills himself. Sadie is 
disillusioned because he took advantage of her when she had 
truly believed in bis spiritual intentions alone, and she 
rejects all that he taught her. 
Susannah is, in the opera, a lovely and carefree, but 
virtuou~young girl. The Elders' lust for her is sublimated, 
but becomes obvious in their willingness, even desire, to 
see wrong in whatever she does. The false statement of her 
immorality is made by the son of one of the Elders. The 
preacher appears as an itinerant evangelist. Convinced of 
Susannah's guilt, he tries to obtain a public confession 
from her in order for her soul to be saved. Sus8nnah, how-
ever, wi 11 not confess to the false e.ccusation. His 
violation of Susa:rnab occurs because she is simply worn out 
by her struggle to cope with all that has happened and with 
all the terrifying events which suddenly enter her life. 
Upon his realization that she was innocent until he violuted 
her, the minister is terribly distraught, and tries 
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unsuccessfully to redeem Susannah in the eyes of the towns-
people. They refuse to accept his defense of her, and her 
brother, in fury, kills him. Susannah refuses the demand 
of her accusers tha.t she leave her home, and is left 
totally alone in the world, a social outcast; however, the 
moral victory is hers because she would not confess to the 
false charges, even though she would have then been for-
given and permitted to reenter the community. 
The story is universal Lnd timeless. A comment is 
made upon religion, and especially upon Christianity, in 
regard to the effect it can have upon those who become 
deeply involved with it and try to use :it for selfish 
purposes. Hypocrisy is not bounded by time or place. 
Another comment concerns mob psychology. It becomes 
obvious that each of the accusers, alone, would probably 
not have the courage to treat Susannah so cruelly. The 
effect of leadership within a group is shown in the way in 
which the Elders and their wives carry the rest of the 
people with them. Even within this smaller group itself 1 
leaders emerge who act as catalysts in encouraging the 
others in the attack upon Susannah. 
IV. THE CHARACTERIZATIONS 
The main characters in the opera nre carefully 
developed, both psychologically and vocally. Each char-
acter is basically of one nature, although in most cases 
enough variability is visible to avoid caricature e.nd to 
create a real personality. 
Susannah ~· Susannah is a lovely young girl, 
unsuspecting of the deceitful and destructive natures of 
other people. She is trusting and naive; however, as she 
experiences undeserved persecution from her neighbors, 
she becomes nware of their evil natures, but the reason 
for their attitude toward her is still beyond her compre-
hension. She demonstrates a strong will in her refusal 
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to conform to their wishes, for if she would simply confess 
to having done what she is accused of, whether she actually 
did it or not, she would be forgiven and accepted as a 
salvaged soul. By the end of the opera, she is no longer 
naive and carefree, but has become disillusioned and bitter. 
Most of the lyric music in the opera has been 
reserved for Susannah. Her two arias are straightforward 
and lyrical, but the rest of her music is greatly varied, 
ranging from tuneful little melodies to highly agitated 
recitatives similar to sprechstimme. The range required 
for the role is two octaves plus a fourth, providing for 
great expressivity within the music. 
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~ ~· Susannah's brother, Sam, is a quiet, 
introverted man who is aroused very slowly, but once aroused, 
is capable of deep feelings. He has little to do with 
people, preferring to hunt, fish and drink b-;; himself. 
Susannah is the one thing in life about which he really 
cares, and her happiness is his one concern, yet be, unwit-
tingly, adds one more burden to her sorrow when he kills 
the preacher. 
Most of Sam's music is lyrical, including his aria. 
However, when he becomes aroused about the seduction of 
Susannah, his music undergoes an abrupt change, reflecting 
the change in his attitude. He suddenly exchanges passiv-
ity for violence, and his music becomes excited, approaching 
sprechstimme. 
Little Bat Mcclean. Little Be.t is apparently very 
nervous ard fearful; the composer refers to him as an 
"emotional cripple" ( 8), perhaps because of' his domineering 
parents, and specifically because of his mother. He per-
forms the function of a messenger, as in Greek drama, 
relating the off-stage action to both Susannah and the 
audience. 
His music ls nearly all in the manner of sprech-
stimne, which adheres closely to the inflections of spoken 
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language. This insures that the meanings of his messages 
reach the audience quickly and clearly, and increases his 
efficiency as a functional part of the drama. He is often 
very excited about bl s messages, and the cha.rRcteris tic 
pattern within each thought is from a low pitch to a high 
pitch. Little Bat has little music in the lyric style. 
The Reverend .Q1!E: Blitch. The preRcber is a highly 
complex character. He is seen first as a typical backhills 
evangelist, who has been using his harangue for so long 
that it is difficult to judge bis intentions. It is herd 
to tell if be is really sincere, or if he has practiced his 
"sincerity" so well that he is fooling everyone. Just as 
his honesty becomes convincing, he seduces Susannah, and 
another enigma presents itself. Is he a scheming seducer 
who has had this in mind all along, or is be just a lonely 
man succumbing to his human nature? The scene most reveal-
ing of the minister is in the church the morning after the 
seduction. Suddenly, he is stripped of all pretense, 
intensely fearful of the wrath of God, "nd very worried 
about his own salvation. There is no doubt of his sincerity 
at this point. 
All of bts music is highly dramatic, matching his 
personality. The voice ra.nge covers two octaves, ~md fea-
tures large leaps in the vocal line. Portions of his sermon 
are spoken or shouted rather then sung, with each of these 
devices p1•oviding drama tic impact. 
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!£.!· McClean. Mrs. Mcclean is not a major figure 
musically, but dramatically, she is important. Her person-
ality is one sided--all evil. Acting as a catalyst in the 
reaction against SusP-nnah, her malicious remarks influence 
the other Elders' wives. Bitter, rigid and self-righteous, 
Krs. Mcclean finds Susannah's gaiety and frivolity intol-
erable. Her son's obvious attraction to Susarmah is a 
constant source of annoyance, and she continually aggravates 
the already unkind motivations of the other townspeople. 
Mrs. McClean' s ~nusic contains large leaps of unusual 
intervals and is highly dramatic. It refleCGS her attitude, 
caustic and moralistic toward anything in the world which 
does not please her, and especially toward Susannah. 
She appears with the other Elders' wives, and · 
together they symbolize the evil witches, as in Shake-
speare' a Macbeth. i."/ith the Elders, they function as the 
power of the irrational but intense desire to force con-
formity upon all within their co:nmunity. They use the 
church and fear of God as a means whereby they can vent 
their anger upon Susannah and try to bend her will to theirs. 
15 
V. THE TONAL STRUCTURE 
The tonal structure of Susannah is a reflection of 
the increase of tension as the opera progresses. The tonal-
ities are at first quite clear, but become complex and 
obscure in the latter stages of the drama. 
The first two scenes of Act One each have a basic 
tonality. Scene one opens and closes in G major, with most 
of the tonal variation being only to G minor. Eb major is 
the basic key of scene two, although it moves rapidly 
through several other keys. Scene three begins and ends 
with the same passage: the vocal line is in C major, and 
the accompaniment in A minor and Db pentatonic, simul-
taneously (Fig. l). 
l>b 
~ntcl· 
ton tc.: 
A 
m'no ... : 
FIGURE l 
POLYTONALITY 
PAGE 35 
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In scene four, the basic tonality is Bb. However, 
some portions are complex, as in Fig. 2, where the vocal line 
is in G minor and the ostinato bass in Bb minor, with the 
rest of the accompaniment apparently atonal. 
FIGURE 2 
POLYTONALITY 
PAGE 44 
Scene five progresses through four minor keys; the 
use of the minor mode for the entire scene is appropriate 
to the tragedy therein (Fig. 3). 
Act Two, scene one, is characterized by an increase 
in chromatic activity (Fig. 4). Scene two, the church scene, 
contains the two revival hymns and the sermon, each in tradi-
tional harmony, but with abrupt modulations (Fig. 5). Scene 
three opens and closes in G minor, passing through several 
minor tonalities (Fig. 6). Scene four is basically in A 
minor, with much chromaticism. Scene five contains more 
chromaticism (Fig. 7) and polycbordal harmonies (Fig. 8). 
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INCREASED CHROMATICISM 
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deem - fng light. Don't tar - ry, siIHler, to - night'& the night. 
deem - fng light. Don't tar - ry, sln-ner, to - night's the night. 
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Come, yes, come and meet Him here. 
Come, yes, come and meet Him 
Come, nnd meet Him here.· 
yes, come and meet Him here. 
o - pen arms ari hold y' fast, fast in His grace.It's on - ly a short, short piece to walk 
FIGURE 5 
ABRUPT MODULATION 
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:minor: The trees onthemount-einsare.. cold_ and bare. 
ne - ver spent . sich a week as this. 
FIGURE 6 
SUCCESSION OF MINOR KEYS 
PAGES 93, 94, 100, 103, 104 
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Im a lone--tyman,Su-san-nah,, 
FIGURE 6 (continued) 
FIGURE 7 
INCREASED CHROMATICISM 
PAGE 115 
FIGURE 8 
POLYCHORDAL HARMONIES 
PAGE 116 
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CHAPTER III 
THE MOTIVE STRUCTURE 
I. ACT ONE 
Opening music. The overture is short, but contains 
several of the important motives in the opera. Motive #7, 
symbolic of Susannah's persecution, occurs eight times in 
succession, in four different keys (Fig. 9). Motive #10 1 
FIGURE 9 
MOTIVE #7: S.USANNAH'S PERSECUTION 
PAGE 1 
connected with Susannah's betrayal, appears in its entirety 
(Fig. 10). Significantly in close proximity to the betrayal 
motive is found Motive #2, Blitch's theme (Fig. 11). Per-
haps as a transition to the gay beginning of scene one, 
Motive #5, representing Susannah when she is happy, occurs 
four times (Fig. 12). 
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FIGURE 10 
MOTIVE #10: SUSANNAH'S BETRAYAL 
PAGES 2-3 
FIGURE 11 
MOTIVE #2:BLITCH'S THEME 
PAGE 3 
FIGURE 12 
MOTIVE #5: SUSANNAH'S HAPPINESS 
PAGE 5 
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Scene~· The scene opens in the churchyard with 
a square dance tune by the violins, in G major, identified 
with Susannah's youth and innocence, which carries on 
intermittently in the background of the entire scene {Fig. 
13). Against the background of the square dance, the 
FIGURE 13 
MOTIVE #1: SUSANNAH'S INNOCENCE 
PAGE 4 
four Elders' wives begin gossiping, and Motive #la enters. 
It is derived from Motive #1 and similarly appears scattered 
through scene one (Fig. 14). When the gossiping wives 
mention the new minister, Motive #2 is heard (Fig. 15). 
FIGURE 14 
MOTIVE #lA: SUSANNAH'S INNOCENCE 
PAGE 5 
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It occurs again in the accompaniment one page later as bis 
name is mentioned. 
FIGURE 15 
MOTIVE #2: BLITCH'S THEME 
PAGE 7 
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FIGURE 16 
MOTIVE #3: GOSSIP 
PAGES 10-ll 
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The gossip begins anew, and suddenly Mrs. McClean, 
in a vindictive outburst, shows for the first time her 
attitude toward Susannah. Motive #3, the malicious gossip 
motive, is the background for this brutal comment(Fig. 16). 
The dance continues, but a new figure moves into the scene 
an:l identifies himself as the Reverend Olin Blitch. He 
introduces himself, using Motive #2, but with his actual 
arrival, the original interval of a minor ninth becomes a 
major ninth {Fig. 17). This form of Motive #2 occurs three 
. - BLITCH • . 
1 2;11ij%e :bJJ>f PP 1P F ~ 
I am the Rev - e-rend 0-lin Blitch. 
FIGURE 17 
MOTIVE #2: BLITCH'S THEME 
PAGE 11 
times in the melody of his short introductory number. The 
Elders introduce themselves, with an accompaniment consisting 
of Motive #4 in combination with fragments of Motive #2 
(Fig. 18). The new motive is apparently little more than a 
background motive, which appears often in tbe rest of scene 
one. There is an extended reprise of Blitch's introduc-
tory number, with the chorus joining him, in which Motive #2 
is again prominent. 
The square dance resumes, and the preacher inquires 
about the pretty girl in the midst of the dancing. The 
Elders explaln who she is And make some com ents about her 
and her brother. Suddenly Mrs. McClean breaks in again 
with another abusive comment about Susannah, accompanied 
27 
by the first few chords of Motive //3, which is incomplete 
this time because of the brevity of the statement (Fig. 19). 
FIGURE 18 
MOTIVES #2 AND #4: BACKGROUND MOTIVE AND BLITCH 1 S THEME 
PAGE 12 
Blitch joins the dancing, choosing Susannah as his 
partner, much to the chagrin of the Elders and their wives. 
Just before Mrs. McClean•s fine.l biting com.i:~ent, Motive #2 
is heard again in the minor ninth form, first complete and 
then as a fragment, and again as a fragment with the lnrge 
interval reduced to a minor seventh. After the portentous 
conment by Mrs. McClean, the scene ends gaily with Motive #1. 
FIGURE 19 
MOTIVE #3: GOSSIP 
PAGE 18 
FIGURE 20 
MOTIVE #2: BLITCH 1 S THEME 
PAGE 20 
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Scene two. The scene opens upon the empty yard of 
the Polk farmhouse. Susannah and Little Bat return from the 
square dance, and fragments of Motive #1 still hover in the 
background, behind their conversation (Fig. 21). 
FIGURE 21 
MOTIVE #1: SUSANNAH'S INNOCENCE 
PAGE 22 
Little Bat asks about Susannah's brother, Sam, indi-
cating that he is afraid of Sam, but very fond of Susannah. 
They discuss the square dance, and at the mention of the 
preocber, Motive #2 (major ninth form) occurs in the accom-
paniment (Fig. 22). Susannah is overwhelmed by the beauty 
of the world and sings an aria introduced with Motive #5, 
symbolic of her happiness (Fig. 23). The accompaniment of 
the middle sectlon of the aria is composed almost completely 
of an overlapping trea.tment of Motive #5 (Fig. 24). At the 
close of the aria, Sam enters, a.lso with Motive #5. Little 
Bat disappears, leaving Susannah and Sam alone. Their 
FIGURE 22 
MOTIVE ~~2: BLITCH' S 1'Hll1E 
PAGE 24 
FIGURE 23 
MOTIVE #5: SUSANNAH'S HAPPINESS 
PAGE 25 
Just think, those stars can all peep down an' 
F1 IGURE 24 
MOTIVE #5: SUSANNAH'S HAPPINESS 
PAGE 26 
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conversation indicates qu1.ckly the closeness between them 
and the protectiveness that Sam feels toward Susannah. At 
Susannah's request, Sam sings for her a tune identified 
with their childhood, The Jaybird Song (Motive #6), in 
D major. This motive represents Susannah's naivete and 
youthfulness and the security of childhood (Fig. 25). 
<.!!) Scherzando cJ .. 92) 
he winked at me and I winked 
a brick-bat an' hit him on the chin. 'Look-a here, lit - tie boy, don't you do that a-gin!" 
FIGURE 25 
MOTIVE #6: SUSANNAH'S YOUTH 
PAGE 33 
The scene ends with a version of Motive #5 which has 
been altered to provide a cadential sequence (Fig. 26). 
FIGURE 26 
MOTIVE #5: SUSANNAH'S HAPPINESS 
PAGE 34 
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Scene three. The scene opens in the woods near the 
Yolk property. ~usennah is heard in the distance gaily 
singing the Jaybird song to a rippling accompaniment figure 
in A minor end Db pentatonic, obscuring the clear 0 major 
of her melody (Fig. 27). 
SUSANNAH (oJ!- stage) 
6 
FIGURE 27 
MOTIVE #6: SUSANNAH'S YOUTH 
PAGE 35 
When the Elders enter, a series of chords is heard 
which carries with it a sense of foreboding and tension. 
It is an anticipation of Motive #7, which occurs three 
measures later, in open fifths (Fig. 28). This continues 
as the Elders reveal that they are searching for a bap-
tism creek. Suddenly they see Susannah in the creek 
bathing, and Motive #SA is beard twice, expressing the 
sudden change in their opinion of Susannah because of what 
they now see (Fig. 29). As they excitedly discuss tbe 
33 
"immorality" of what they are seeing, 'Motive #7 s olUlds 
repeatedly in the accompaniment. Their indignation grows, 
and Mot1ve #9 is introduced, functioning as the harmonic 
basis for an ensemble in which they resolve to tell the 
entire valley, including the preacher, about Susannah's 
immoral conduct, and to demand her repentance (Fig. 30). 
FIGURE 28 
MOTIVE #7: SUSANNAH'S PERSECUTION 
PAGE 36 
FIGURE 29 
MOTIVE #SA: SUSANNAH'S TRANSFORMATION 
PAGE 38 
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Motives #7 and #9 are used through the rest of the 
opera as the musical SJ7mbols of Susannah's unjust persecu-
tion by the people of New Hope Valley. 
3 . 
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This wo-man is of the dev - il. 'Tis a shame-fut sight to be-hold. She 
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This wo-man is of the dev - ii. 'Tis a shame-fut sight to be-hold. She 
FIGURE 30 
MOTIVE #9: SUSANNAH'S PERSECUTION 
PAGE 41 
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After the Elders' exit, Susannah is again heard in 
the distance happily and uninhibitedly singing the Jaybird 
Song, completely unaware of what has happened and how it 
will affect her life. 
Scene ~. The place is again the churchyard. The 
Elders have been telling everyone about what they saw, and 
the community is busily discussing lt. At the opening, 
fragments of Motive ;fi1l, still in G major, are heard in com-
bination with Motive #9A, a variatjon of Motive #9, in a 
Bb minor tonality (Fig. 31). 
ave /JelOUJ tllrougboat simile 
FIGURE 31 
MOTIVES #1 AND #9A: SUSANNAH'S INNOCENCE AND PERSECUTION 
PAGE 44 
Mrs. McClean breaks the silence with another spite-
ful outburst against Susannah, and is answered similarly by 
the other wives. The accompaniment is Motive #3 in augmen-
tation, combined with Motive #9A as an ostinato bass (Fig.32}. 
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The Elders discuss Susannah's fate above a rhythmi-
cally simplified version of Motive #?, repeated six times 
(Fig. 33). Motive #9A appears again briefly with Elder 
McClean1 s comment about Susannah's relationship with his 
son, just prior to Susannah's appearance. She arrives, 
still unaware of what has happened. Motive #6, in the 
original D major, is heard in the background with an F# 
major accompaniment, as she makes futile attempts to be 
friendly and join the picnic (Fig. 34). 
sur-prised. It's jest as I was say-in' last night. 
FIGURE 32 
MOTIVES #3 AND #9A: GOSSIP AND fUSANNAH 1 S PERSECUTION 
PAGES 44-45 
Susannah becomes intensely uncomfortable as she is 
repeatedly rebuffed, and Motive #8B appears, indicBting the 
shock she feels at this incomprehensible treatment, and 
'4 
: - McLEAN ~ 
I 3 I He's a-pray-in' BE a-fast-iit. Pr• 
WWW 
preaclHlr com-in' to-night? 
WWW I . WWW 
FIGURE 33 
MOTIVE #7: SUSANNAH'S PERSECUTION 
?AGE 46 
sor-ry to be late but Samcame home from hunt-in' aw- foliate BE I 
FIGURE 34 
MOTIVE #6: SUSANNAH'S YOUTH 
PAGES 48-49 
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anticipating the change in her personality that will result 
(Fig. 35). Elder McClean orders Susannah to leave, and as 
she goes, totally bewildered by their response to her, 
Motives #8 and #8B are combined (Fig. 36). 
FIGURE 35 
MOTIVE #SB: SUSANNAH'S TRANSFORMATION 
PAGE 49 
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FIGURE 36 
MOTIVES #8 AND #SB: SUSANNAH'S TRANSFORMAT:::ON 
PAGE 50 
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Mrs. McClean closes the scene with a scathing comment 
displaying the righteous disgust that the townspeople feel 
toward Susannah. 
Scene five. Susannah is found alone and dejected in 
front of her cabin. Motive #9, one of the persecution 
motives, is heard in a slightly altered form (Fig. 37). 
p espresstrJo 
FIGURE 37 
MOTIVE #9: SUSANNAH'S PERSECUTION 
PAGE 51 
Little Bat enters, and explains to her what has occurred to 
cause her rejection by the community. The accompaniment 
for Little Bat consists of successive repetitions of Motive 
#7, persecution, this time with triads instead of open 
fifths (Fig. 38). Susannah's interruptions are accompRnied 
by Motive #8, symbolizing the gradual transformat:i.on of 
Susannah's nature as she is faced with the unjust and, to 
her, unexplainable actions of her neighbors {Fig. 39). 
Little Bat pauses for a moment, and as the import of what 
40 
he has ssid is felt by Susarmah, Motives #8 and #BB are 
heard simultaneously (Fig. 40). As he continues, he admits 
there is one more thing he must tell her. Motives #8 and 
#9A are combined, with each chord of Motive #8 trilled to 
increase the tension (Fig. 41). 
® L-'istesso tempo (111arcato e rit11tico) 
FIGURE 38 
MOTIVE #7: SUSANNAH'S PERSECUTION 
PAGE 52 
FIGURE 39 
MOTIVE #8: SUSAN:;AH' S TRANSFORMATION 
PAGE 53 
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She finally forces the information frou:. him; he told 
the preacher and his parents that she had let him "love her 
up•" 
FIGURE 40 
J'.'10TIVES #8 AND #8B: SUSANNAH'S TRANSFORMATION 
PAGE 53 
FIGURE 41 
.f 
MOTIVES #8 AND #9A: SUSANNAH'S TRJ\NSFORMATION AND PERSECUTION 
PAGE 55 
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She hysterically drives him away, and in the back-
ground a haunting melody is heard, Motive #10 in G minor, 
symbolic of Susannah's betrs.yal. 'rhe vocal line is in 
4/4, with the motive set against it in quarter note trip-
lets (Fig. 42). 
@ Poco meno mosso, molto appassionato (.I= 86) 
3 
FIGURE 42 
MOTIVE #10: SUSANI'iAH 'S BETRAYAL 
PAGES 57-59 
Sam arrives, hearing the last part of her encounter 
with Little Bat, an in an attempt to comfort her, he phil-
3 
osophizes in an aria, from which comes Motive #11, indicating 
the hopelessness of Susannah's plight against the forces at 
work in opposition to her {Fig. 43). This motive is used 
in augmentation as part of the accompaniment in the rest of 
the aria (Fig. 44}, and again, fragmented, as Susannah, 
desperately seeking comfort, begs Sam to sing the Jaybird 
Song again for her {Fig. 45). 
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j ,_, , how they_Hke to be - lieve wh~t's bad.· How 
lov - in kind-n ss. It must make the good~ Lord sad.· 
FIGURE 43 
MOTIVE #11: SUSANNAH'S PATHOS 
PAGE 59 
FIGURE 44 
MOTIVE #11: SUSANNAH'S PATHOS 
PAGE 60 
Please sing me '3ay-bird';sam. 
FIGURE 45 
MOTIVE #11: SUSANNAH'S PATHOS 
PAGE 62 
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II. ACT TWO 
Scene .2!!!• Sam and Sus:e.nnab are sitting quietly in 
front of the Polk cabin, discussing Susannah's situation. 
She becomes almost hysterical as her helplessness becomes 
increasingly apparent. Fragments of lttotive #11 are heard 
in the accompaniment, mirroring the pathetic quality of 
her protests (Fig. 46). 
@Andante con moto <~ = 5o) 
~. 
FIGURE 46 
MOTIVE #11: SUSANNAH'S PATHOS 
PAGE 64 
Sam tries to c~m her, but her anguish grows, and an 
anticipntion of Motive #12 occurs (Fig. 47). As their 
emotions become more intense, a fragment of the betrayal 
motive (Motive #10) appears (Fig. 48). 
r1u mosso (• = 96J 
FIGURE 47 
MOTIVE #12 (ANTICIPATION): SUSANNAH'S PROTEST 
PAGE 66 
FIGURE 48 
MOTIVE #10: SUSANNAH'S BETRAYAL 
PAGE 67 
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Sam helplessly ac}.q\owledges that they simply "have 
to have faith," and trie~ to change the subject. He men-
tions the b9ptism, and Susannah remarks that she can hear 
the singing. Motive #13, part of one of the hymn tunes, 
is beard in the background four times {Fig. 49). 
FIGURE 49 
MOTIVE #13: HYI.'N TUNE 
PAGE 68 
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She mentions the preacher, end his theme, Motive #2, 
appears in the minor ninth form {Fig. 50). Sam requests 
that Susannah attend ·the church :ieeting that night, and wj th 
her panic-stricken refusal, Motive #12 occurs. He tells 
her he must leave to go hunting and again, with her protests, 
Motive #12 is heard, ti~is time in octaves (Fig. 51). Sam 
promises not to get drunk and to return as quickly as 
possible, and a fre.gment of Motive #11 eppears in the back-
ground (Fig. 52). Again, Sam asks her to go to the meeting. 
Behind their discussion, Motive #BB is heard (Fig. 53), 
and during the pause before she answers him, as she 
struggles with herself, Motive #12 occurs four times (V1d 
Motive #8 twice (Fig. 54). 
FIGURE 50 
MOTIVE #2: BLITCH'S THEME 
PAGE 69 
FIGURE 51 
MOTIVE #12: SUSANNAH'S PROTEST 
PAGES 69, 70 
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FIGURE 52 
MOTIVE #11: SUSANNAH'S PATHOS 
PAGE 71 
FIGURE 53 
MOTIVE #BB: SUSANNAH'S TRANSFORMATION 
PAGE 72 
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SAM 
You 
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The appearance of Motive #8 is here A foreboding of 
the role that will be played by the church r:,eeting and 
related events in the transformation of Susannah's char-
acter. She finally agrees to go, and the scene ends 
quietly, as it began. 
. t 
FIGURE 54 
MOTIVES #12 AND #8: SUSANNAH'S PROTEST AND TRANSF0RMATION 
PAGE 72 
Scene ~· The congregation is in the church for 
the meeting. They sing a revival hymn, and the preacher 
begins his orat:i_on. In the sparse accompaniment to his 
emotional plea, Motive #12 is heard several times in 
octaves (Fig. 55). He begins his sermon about "lost souls," 
and in the background, Motive #9A appears (Fig. 56). He 
continues with an illustrative story, a vi.vid description 
of hell, and a threat that "tomorrow m~ght be too late" for 
salvation. He asks the saved to come forward publicly, and 
51 
again Motive #9A appears. The next hyrnn is begun, and it is 
recognizable as the source of Motive #13, encountered 
previously {Fig. 57). 
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Remember the widder's Remember the widder's 
mite, brethren ! mite. 
FIGURE 55 
MOTIVE #12: SUSANFAH'S PROTEST 
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FIGURE 56 
MOTIVE #9A: SUSANNAH'S PERSECUTION 
As the hymn continues, Blitch pleads and begs for 
the sinners to repent. Everyone in the church is highly 
emotional, when he suddenly turns directly to Susannah. 
Motive #8 a.ppears when he demands public confession from 
her (Fig. 58). 
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Come, sin-ner, to - night's the night 
FIGURE 57 
MOTIVE #13: HYMN TUNE 
PAGE 85 
one more verse. Publicly confess 
j 
yer sins 1 
FIGURE 58 
MOTIVE #8: SUSLNHAH' S TRANSFOIDi:ATION 
PAGE 89 
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The hymn is begun again and the preacher pleads with 
her to give in; in the accompaniment the the1ne of Susannah' a 
protest, Motive #12, is heard three times. It is rhythmi-
cally e_ltered, starting on the off-beat, with the stress on 
the third beat instead of the second, and it appears in 
octaves, starting low, building up an octave with each 
repetition (Fig. 59). 
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FIGURE 59 
MOTIVE #12: SUSANNAH'S PROTEST 
PAGE 90 
Susannah is practically hypnotized,, and Bli tcht s 
magnetism draws her forward. Suddenly she realizes what 
she is doing,, and runs,, screaming,, from the church. As 
the scene closes with the benediction,, Motive #8 occurs 
twice as a reflection of Susannah's traumatic experience. 
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Scene three. Susannah is alone at home,, singing a 
sad and haunting folksong,, the melody of which appeared 
earlier as Motive #10,, symbolic of her betrayal (Fig. 60). 
~ - ' -- .. 
Andante piangeudo (•~= 96) 
.......+.1~....-...,-cS_USANNAH __ 
The trees on the mount-efns are 
FIGURE 60 
MOTIVE #10: SUSANNAH'S BETRAYAL 
PAGES 93-96 
and bare. The 
The preacher comes to try once more to convince her that 
she should publicly repent. Susannah tries again to tell 
him that she is innocent, but he rejects her protests. She 
lashes out at him,, telling him how miserable her life has 
become,, with Motive #11 {pathos) in the background (Fig. 61). 
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As she screams at him in frus tr a ti on, .Motive #14 is intro-
duced (Fig. 62). 
------~~--~----
ne - ver spent sich a week as this . 
. 
~appass. ~ , ~ 
- ---:----sempre marcato 
FIGURE 61 
MOTIVE #11: SUSANNAH'S PATHOS 
PAGE 100 
FIGURE 62 
MOTIVE #14: SUSANNAH'S FRUSTRATION 
PAGE 102 
- . 
Blitch turns to leave, feeling that he has failed; 
Susannah is exhausted and weeping. Motive #1, Susannah's 
innocence, is heard slowly and softly in the flutes over 
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a repeated F#-A#-C chord pattern, as the preacher turns back 
to her (Fig. 63). He tells her of his lonely life and his 
FIGURE 63 
MOTIVE #1: SUSANNAH'S INNOCENCE 
PAGE 102 
occasional need for a woman. She is too weary to protest, 
and they move slowly into the cabin, as again Motive #1 is 
heard softly over the same repeated chord pattern, this 
time written enharrnonically as Gb-Bb-C (Fig. 64). 
FIGURE 64 
MOTIVE #1: SUSANNAH'S INNOCENCE 
PAGE 104 
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Scene four. Blitch is discovered in the church, in 
obvious anguish. An ostinato bass I!hytbmic pattern, Motive 
#15, begins here and continues through his entire prayer 
(Fig. 65). He is praying for mercy and forgiveness for bis 
FIGURE 65 
MOTIVE #15: BLITCH'S PRAYER THEME 
PAGE 105 
violation of Susannah, having realized that she was inno-
cent until then. At the end of bis prRyer, the congregation 
enters; Motive #9 is heard {Fig. 66). 
89· Molto -meno inosso (J = 56) 
FIGURE 66 
MOTIVE #9: SUSANFAH'S PERSECUTION 
PAGE 108 
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Susannah is in the rear of the church. Blitch tries 
to convince the townspeople of their error in judging 
Susannah, but they are unwilling to accept his protestations 
and he is denounced by the McClee.ns. A rhythmically altered 
version of the persecution theme, Motive #9B, appears in the 
accompaniment. The syncopation heightens the tension at 
this point {Fig. 67). 
~Andante deciso (J = Bo) · 
McLEAN 
FIGURE 67 
MOTIVE #9B: STJSAN1IAH 1 S PERSECUTION 
PAGE 109 
(Tritkou 
The I 
The congregat!on leaves while Blitch is still plead-
ing with them. A different form of Susannah's protest, 
Motive #12A, is beard four times during a long pause. The 
original form of this motive cont stned a major seventh leap 
followed by a whole step down, which suggested a pleading 
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protest. It is now stretched to an octave leap followed by 
a minor third down, which expresses a stronger protest, 
intimating more defis.nee on the part of Susannah (Fig. 68). 
FIGURE 68 
MOTIVE #12A: SUSANNAH'S PROTEST 
PAGE 110 
Blitch turns to Sus e.nnah for forgiveness, but she rebuffs 
him also, and in anguish he again prays for forgiveness. 
Scene five. As Susannah stands alone near her home, 
the betrayal motive, Motive #10, is heerd in the background, 
now in a marked duple meter in contrast to the smooth 
triple meter in which it appeared before (Fig. 69). Sam 
returns home from hunting, jovial and slightly drunk; 
however, after a few moments he becomes aware that some-
thing is wrong, and begins to question Susannah. To the 
accompuniment of Motive #11, she quickly tells him of all 
that has h~ppened while he has been gone {Fig. 70). She 
continues, trying to answer all of Sam's questions, and 
frustration, Motive #14, occurs ten times during their 
conversation (Fig. 71). 
FIGURE 69 
MOTIVE #10: SUSANNAH'S BETRAYAL 
PAGE 112 
Andante ed agitato (Jl:-112) -
- ==--
FIGURE 70 
MOTIVE #11: SUSANNAH'S PATHOS 
PAGE 114 
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Sam becomes intensely angry at the preacher and 
threatens to kill him; Susannah ignores him and goes inside. 
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Sam's fury explodes, he grabs his gun, and leaves. At this 
tlme the new protest theme, Motive #12A, is heard four times 
in rapid succession (Fig. 72). 
On-ly he~· stayed on~ He stayed near an night, 
FIGURE '71 
MOTIVE #14: SUSANNAH'S FRUSTRATION 
PAGES 114-116 
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Susannah calls to Sam, rmt receives no answer. 
Softly in the background, Motive #13, the baptism hymn# is 
repeated over and over (Fig. 73). 
FIGURE 72 
MOTIVE #12A: SUSANNAH'S PROTEST 
PAGE 117 
FIGURE 73 
MOTIVE #13: HYMN TUNE 
PAGE 117 
-----
Piu mosso 
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She becomes frantic, and upon seeing tbat Sam's gun 
is gone, suddenly realizes the inevitable. She bears the 
shot, end in despair prays for forgiveness for her pa_rt in 
what bas hap.r-ened. Motive #14 is heard twice in the accom-
paniment in a slightly altered form (Fig. 74). 
FIGURE 74 
MOTIVE #14: SUSANNAH'S FRUSTRATION 
PAGE 119 
Little Bat rushes in to tell Susannah about the 
latest occurrence. Beneath his description, one of the 
persecution motives, Motive #7, is repeated twelve times 
(Fig. 75). As he tells Suss_nnah of the preacher's last 
words, proclaiming her innocence, Motive #2 is again heard 
in the minor ninth form, over the continuing Motive #7 
(Fig. 76). He then warns her that the mob is coming after 
her. Chanting can be heard in the distance with Motive 
#9 (Fig. 77). 
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As he runs e.w ay, the towns people enter. They 
approach Susannah menacingly and try to drive her from the 
valley. As Motive #9 continues in augmented form, the 
Elders blame her for the tragedy (Fig. 78}. Susannah 
suddenly interrupts them, they advance again, and she picks 
up e. gun, driving them back. They leave, threatening her 
with eternal damnation, and fade into the distance. 
L'istesso tempo, sempre affretando 
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FIGURE 75 
MOTIVE #7: SUSANNAH'S PERSECUTION 
PAGE 120 
FIGURE 76 
MOTIVE #2: BLITCH' S THEME 
PAGE 121 
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Little Bat returns, and over a very soft repeated 
single-note pattern of Motive #8, representative of her 
transformation from the trusting and naive girl to the 
bitter and disillusioned woman, Susannah purposely and 
spitefully draws him to her with insinuations of pleasures 
available to him (Fig. 79). 
(@)Allegro ~oderato (J =·s•) 
(Humtnitllf) 
--====--
FIGURE 77 
MOTIVE #9: SUSAN1iAfI' S PERSECUTION 
PAGE 121 
Unexpectedly and viciously she slaps him, laughing 
hysterically until he is out of her sight. Motive #8 
occurs again, now loudly and firmly, the transformation 
---· --
yer soul 
mf 
this was the worst of all to be- hold. 
OTT 
., 
' 
FIGURE 78 
MOTIVE #9: SUSANNAH'S PERSECUTION 
PAGES 124-125 
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complete, as Susanr:ah realizes that although she will be a 
social outcast forever, hers is the moral victory (Fig. 80) • 
: I 
.. 
FIGURE 79 
Jr!OTIVE #8: SUSANNAH'S TRANSFORMATION 
PAGE 130 
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FIGURE 80 
MOTIVE #8: SUSANi\'AH' S TRANSFORMATION 
PAGE 130 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The entire opera, Suss_nnah, is constructed upon 
various motives which recur many times. In this analysis, 
fifteen motives are defined, some with several forms, upon 
which most of the music is based. The composer states: 
Perhaps the most prominent are the Betrayal 
motive (#10) ••• the two motives ••• connected 
with the Elders and thereafter with the perse-
cution of Susannah (#7, #9) which are probably 
the most extensively used of all the motives in 
the opera; Susannahts Protest Motive (#12) ••• 
the motive introduced in Sam's aria and there-
after used with the more pathetic aspects of 
Susannah's week of trial (#11); and finally the 
Square Dance (#1) and Jaybird (#6) themes which 
are of course symbols of SusRnnab•s youth and 
innocence (9). 
The motives are repeated for three basic reasons: 
continuity, stress and identity. Continuity in the opera 
is provided by using a motive to remind the listener of a 
past event, or to presage a coming event so that when it 
occurs one has the feeling that it was inevitable, or to 
tie together diverse elements within the opera Vlbich have 
a common bond. An example of the latter case is the 
Betrayal Motive (#10), which is heard in conjunction with 
each of the men in Susannah's life (Sam, Little Bat, and 
Blitch), each of whom betrays her in his own way. Motives 
provide stress upon significant emotions by underlining 
them each time they occur. fin example of this is the 
Protest Motive (#12). The concept of a motive as an ele-
ment of identity is shown with Motive #2, which occurs 
nearly every time Blitch is mentioned. 
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To accomplish his purposes, the composer treats the 
motives in different ways. They may be combined, as are 
the Persecution (#9) and Gossip (#3) motives after SusannOO. 
is seen in the creek. They may be used repetitively, as 
is the Persecution Motive (#7), which occurs over and over 
behind Little Bat's delivery to Susannah of the news of her 
condemnation by the community for being seen nude. They 
may be chenged in the course of the drama, as evidenced by 
the transformation of the Protest Motive (#12) from a 
pleading theme to a defiant theim through rhythmic and 
intervallic alterations. Their connotations may be altered 
by their harmonic surroundings, tempo, dynamics and 
orchestration, all of which may be seen with the Squ2re 
Dance Motive (#1). It is in the key of G major, occurring 
first in the violins, at allegro, mezzo forte, with the 
accompaniment in the same key. Later, it appears still in 
G major, but in the flutes, at largo, douule pianissimo, 
with an accompeniment based on an F# major chord with a 
diminished fifth, evidencing a change in the condition 
originally implied by the motive. 
The motival structure of Susam 1 ah is an importent 
aspect of the opera, and one which contributes greatly to 
the effectiveness of the score. However, it is un aspect 
which cannot be fully appreci a.tad unless the music is 
studied and analyzed carefully. 
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APPENDIX 
CARLISLE FLOYD 
' 
1'pril 0, l 9G7 
Den.r Mr. Dewey: 
In response to your recent letter a.sking for my idea.a a.bout the 
char0 cter of Little Dat i~ my opera SUS.ANN.AH let me sa.y sfr1ply th.:.t I 
envisioned L~1e character as not being feeble"'"'Illinde<l but r•~th11r e1:iotiona.lly 
crippled to the extent tho.t he seemed to be. Ile is completely dominated 
by fea.r (the constant "I'm sea.red of this or I'm scn.rf!d of th;it." attest to 
this) ond yet he finds a. perverse kind of ple,1sur~ in the very thinus that 
frighten hilll. In tho dromu. he functions very much like tlie mc~;senli~irs in 
Greek drcunn in ·t.ba.t he is almost al Ttuys a. beti.rer of l>n.d ne11·s •:ntl of course 
unwittingly he is one of the contributing factors to Susannu.h's dovmfall. 
I also feel thd. he, a.long •vith Blitch and Som, nre a.s much victims of the 
· tragedy a.s is Susann oh: Little Ua.t through his overri<.ling fear, Blitch 
through his 1 ust, and Sam through his pa.ssi vi ty. In staging the opera 
myself, I have u.hrays a.sited the q.ctors who playeu Li 1.tle Da.t to re-create 
the physical mannerisms of a.n untamed cat: furtive, f!Uick of movement, 
and o.1 ways ready for instant depo.rlure. 'Dhe~e are a. few of the things tliut 
occur to mo and I hope they ,.,n 1 be some help to you. 
'lest wishes to you for o. successful musical future. 
. Sinc<'rol y, 
&.~~1--
Please note:  
The signature has been redacted due to security reasons.
CARLISLE FLOYD 
.April 9, 1967 
Dear Mrs. Mc~turra.y: 
Regarding your re~uest for information about the motive construction 
of my opera., SUSANN.All, let me say sim;_:>ly tho.t the opera., a.s you have no doubt 
a.lrendy discovered, is built almost entirely on a series of motives a.nd I 
haven't time or space here to go into a full treatment of them a.11. Perh~ps 
most prominent a.re the Betrayal Jlioti ve or the use of the folksong for this 
purpose; the two motives in I ,3 connnected with the Elders o.nd thereafter 
with the persecution of Susannah which a.re probably the most extensively 
used of all the motives in the opera; Suso.nnah' s Protest Motive which is 
int.r'oduced in II, 1 and recurs a.11 during the second a.ct; the motive intro-
duced in Smn' s aria. (I ,5) and thereafter used wi t.h the more pathetic aspects 
of Susannah's ireek of trial; and finally the Square Dance and Jaybird themes 
irhich are of cours~ symbols of Susannah's youth and innocence. There are 
several others (Blitch 1 s theme and the ostinato figure in I,4 for instance) 
but these are the chief motives a.li.d form the ha.sis for most of the music in 
the opera.. Of course all these motives are transformed or disguised depend-
ing upon the dromatic or emotional color demanded by the particular· scene. 
The idea of thematic transfonnation is of course an old compositional device 
but, unless a composer chooses set musical forms such a.s exist in 'VOZZECK, 
still a completely valid one, it seems to me. 
Good luck to you in your undertaking. 
Sincerely, 
~¥ 
Please note:  
The signature has been redacted due to security reasons.
